Malware Detection

Protect your online customers from malware infections and safeguard your brand reputations.

Qualys Malware Detection (MD) allows organizations to proactively scan their websites for malware, providing automated alerts and in-depth reporting to enable prompt identification and resolution. Qualys MD enables organizations to protect their customers from malware infections and safeguard their brand reputations.

Qualys MD enables businesses to scan and manage a large number of sites, preventing website black listing and brand reputation damage. Organizations that use MD will be able to quickly identify and eradicate malware that could infect their website visitors and lead to loss of data and revenue. MD supports regularly scheduled scanning to monitor websites on an ongoing basis, with email alerts to quickly notify organizations when infections are discovered. Malware infection details are provided so that organizations can take quick action to isolate and remove malware. Built on the world's leading cloud-based security and compliance platform, Qualys MD requires no special hardware and can be set up with a few simple clicks.

Datasheet: Qualys Malware Detection
Benefits:
Quickly identifies and eradicates malware.

Cloud-based solution is simple to deploy and use because it requires no software to install and no ongoing maintenance – Qualys does this for you.

Key Features:

**Scalable, Accurate Scanning**
Gives organizations the ability to scan, identify and remove malware infections from their web properties.

- Uses behavioral analysis for zero-day malware detection.
- Keeps pace with constantly evolving attack vectors.
- Supports regularly scheduled scanning for continuous monitoring of websites.
- Email alerts notify first responders when infections are discovered.

**Unified Dashboard**
Qualys MD dashboard gives users a comprehensive view of scan activity.

- Shows infected pages and malware infection trends.
- Users can initiate remediation actions directly from the dashboard.

**Interactive Reporting**
Supports powerful analysis and secure distribution of scan results.

- Site, scan and summary reports support multiple formats such as PDF and HTML.
- Encrypted PDF support ensures secure and compatible distribution to web property stakeholders.
- Interactive capabilities let users drill down to view the detailed information they need.

Datasheet: Qualys Malware Detection
Key Features continued:

Centralized Management
Qualys MD supports the creation of user-defined roles and scopes.

- Each organization can create the roles they need to support their user base and assign appropriate permissions to each role.
- Tags are used to scope what each user can view.
- Roles and permissions control what actions users can take on the information they can view.

Tagging
Tagging is a flexible way to categorize assets in Qualys MD.

- Create tags that represent organizational groups (business units), geography (locations) or any other useful category.
- Once assigned to a user, the tag can limit the scope of what the user can view – showing only the assets that share the same tag assigned to the user.

Integrated with Qualys WAS
Qualys MD is included with Qualys WAS for comprehensive detection of hidden malware. Integration is leveraged by other Qualys applications.

- Automates detection of malware.
- Helps developers and QA assess potential vulnerabilities to malware during application development and testing.
- Data from MD can automatically trigger virtual patching and protection by Qualys WAF.

For a free 7-day trial of Qualys MD, visit qualys.com/freetrial

There's nothing to install or maintain

About Qualys
Qualys, Inc. (NASDAQ: QLYS) is a pioneer and leading provider of cloud-based security and compliance solutions with over 8,800 customers in more than 100 countries, including a majority of each of the Forbes Global 100 and Fortune 100. Qualys solutions help organizations simplify security operations and lower the cost of compliance by delivering critical security intelligence on demand and automating the full spectrum of auditing, compliance and protection for IT systems and web applications. Founded in 1999, Qualys has established strategic partnerships with leading managed service providers and consulting organizations. Qualys is a founding member of the Cloud Security Alliance. For more information, please visit www.qualys.com.